
mesure signs

measure

analogy music - written text
piece 
with whole sense

Eloquence piece
the whole

parts

periods (which 
a complete sense
for each one)

members

words

letters

Music piece
the whole

ever made by several 
repeats

cadences (which a 
complete sense for 
each one) that are the 
sentences of the song

members

mesures

notes

From «Principes du clavecin» (1702) by Saint-Lambert
commented par Francis Jacob ; measure, tempo (p 4), links (p 6), unequality (p 15)

In red : text (or almost) by St-Lambert ; in green : 
comments or interpretations from Francis Jacob ; in blue : some funny parts in the text

measure sign



beat mesure with the arm

The sign of mesure indicates :
- the number of notes in a 
measure
- the division (binary, ternary)
- the tempo («movement, 
speedness or gravity»)



Allemande for harpsichord

Ouverture

Gavotte

Bourrée

slow three beats

Menuet

Passepied



The tempo («movement»)
The quartes have to have the 
speed from the step of a man 
walking five quarts of a «lieue» 
in one hour

A «lieue» of Paris in «toise» 
(measure) from the «Châtelet» 
after 1668 is 3,898 km
(according to Wikipédia, 
«mesures anciennes»)
5/4 x 3,898 = 4,8725 
so it’s corresponding to a speed 
of 4,8725 km/h



it’s not possible to beat the 
measure with the arm while 
playing harpsichord, or any other 
instrument, beacuse the hands are 
busy, and only the singers can do it

The four beats measure is right 
slow ; the beats are in the speed 
of a man walking and quite 
slowly.



This speed, corresponding to 
the step of a man walking slowly 
is strictly the same (according 
to Saint-Lambert) for the 
notes above in the indicated 
measures :

C   C    2      4      3     3     3                                      8      2            8
    q = h
                      q = h
                                          e= q 
                    h                       =           h
                                    q                          =         q
                                                                                                          e  = e 

measure 4 : one time faster (nowadays, 
would be said two times faster) than 2   

measure 2 : one time faster than C

measure C : one time faster than C

3  one time faster than  3

3  one time faster than  3  

8

8

2



Not logical, with what has been 
said : the last sentence of the 
paragraf on the measure in 3 
(«signe trinaire») seams to be 
wrong. In the explications given 
above, that mistake is corrected

The dance-menuets (written 
in a measure 3 are beated with 
a single beat in each measure, 
because they are very fast. Some 
Menuets for harpsichord are 
not that fast.
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Recapitulation of measures… 

…and their correspondings of 
tempos



Those rules are those that are 
the less respected by those ones, 
who teach them : they take 
«licences»

The interprets search to take a 
movement for the pieces thay 
play that satisfies their own 
taste, more than searching to 
find for the piece the movement 
that the composer wanted for 
his piece, by noting the sign he 
choosed.

To fix all that, a big concert 
with all the musicians to accord 
to all that questions should be 
organised.

My explications are not precise 
enough, because the given speed 
of the beats corresponding to 
a speed of  5 fours of a «lieue» 
in an hour depends on the 
highness of the man considered

…so, with that comparaison, I 
wanted more to insist on the 
egality of the quarters, than 
of their exact speed ; which 
is the more important for the 
movement.



Each one follows his own meaning on 
those questions  (on the movement), as 
for many other things

but, even if everybody uses the same 
words, they don’t understand the same 
things behind them. Every day, we can 
see it, with the people who play on the 
harpsichord Opera arias, not having 
heard them at the opera. Because 
they give to those arias the movement 
they think to fit to them, that is given 
by the sign. And going after to the 
opera, they hear that arias in another 
movement that they give to them. So 
the signs are an inperfect indication for 
the movement of the pieces ; and the 
musicians who feel that inperfectness 
add often one word as lentement, 
gravement, legerment, gayement, 
vite, fort vite, and so on, precising 
their intention.

Mr de Lully plays the repeat of the 
ouverture of Armide very fast, and the 
aria of page 93 of the same Opera very 
slow, even if that aria and the the repeat 
of the ouverture are with the same sign 
of six for four.



the reader has not to take too serious 
all I said on that subject. He can do like 
the musicians, and just give each piece 
the movement he likes, only watching 
that it’s not totaly against the meaning 
of the sign.

That egality of movement is not true for 
the eights when there are several one 
after the other. The use is to play one 
long, one short, beacuse that unequality 
is more gracefull.

(Precisions : which notes have to be 
played unequal)

In binary measures : the fourth of the 
beat is unequal (the  x    in C, the   e    in C 
or 2, etc…)

In ternary : the half of the value grouped 
in three is unequal : 
the   e   in   3

the  q    in   3

the  x    in    6

the  x    in    3

(other composers precise that repeted 
notes or with big intervals (thirds, 
fourths, fiths, etc) are not palyed 
unequal, whereas the melodies made 
with neighbour notes are played 
unequal.
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